Vocabulary Scavenger Hunt!

How many different types of items are there in your home?

How many of these items could be described in different ways?

What kind of new vocabulary could you learn just by going on a scavenger hunt?

Learning Goals:
To search through your house for certain items
To learn new vocabulary while you do the scavenger hunt

In this activity, you will go on a scavenger hunt in your home! Your home is undoubtedly filled with lots of cool items. Today you’re going to search for some!

Materials needed:

- A home :)

You may also need:

- A dictionary or someone who could help you with some new vocabulary

When you have gathered all your items, you can take a picture and send it to me at: ___________________________________________

**Once you have taken your photo, have a parent time you to see how quickly you can put everything back into the place it came from! Have fun discovering all the cool items in your home!
Items to Find:

- Something that spins
- Something flat
- Something opaque
- Something that melts
- Something fuzzy
- Something usual to have at home
- Something unusual to have at home
- Something that changes form when it freezes
- Something with four even angles
- Something symmetrical
- Something that is only used in winter
- Something that helps cause a chemical reaction (reactant)
- Something that grows or changes
- Something that is buoyant
- Something that sinks
- Something squishy
- Something quantifiable
- Something that can change its mass when involved in a chemical reaction
- Something that starts with the first letter of your name
- Something that extends or collapses
- Something that is one dimensional
- Something that is biodegradable
- Something that contains bacteria
- Something that is translucent
- Something that can be used as a lever
- Something that sticks with you
- Something that was invented after the year 2000
- Something made locally

**BONUS ROUND #1**

Go through the hunt again, but this time find only items that start with the letters S, A, T (with the exception of the item that starts with the same letter as your name).

**BONUS ROUND #2**

Go through the hunt again, but this time all the items have to fit in a small paper bag.